Fred Denkins, Jr.

”D” Company, 1st Battalion (Mechanized), 50th Infantry
Staff Sergeant, E6, RA278363275, MOS 64C30
Home of Record: Cincinnati, OH
Date of Birth: June 7, 1936, Age at time of loss: 33, Married
I Field Force Vietnam, Binh Thuan Province, Republic of Vietnam
Start of Tour: January 20, 1970, Date of Casualty: May 3, 1970, Days in Country: 103
Casualty Type A1, Gun, small arms fire, Panel 11W - Row 090
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Fred Denkins was killed in action when at 1:45 AM
the Headquarters base camp for Task Force South,
1st Field Force, Vietnam, LZ Betty, was attacked
by a force believed to be the 482B Liberation Front
Battalion. The attack consisted of approximately
125 rounds of enemy 60mm and 82mm mortar fire,
an unknown number of B40/B41 rocket rounds
and "Sapper" probes in at least 4 separate
locations of the base perimeter. At several
locations, the perimeter was penetrated. One
Bunker position was overrun and held for about
1/2 hour and 2 other bunkers were destroyed as
well as numerous wheeled vehicles and several
helicopter aircraft.

Currently, no photo exists for
this man.
If you can supply us with a
photo, we would be
grateful…and see that it gets
distributed to the appropriate
Internet memorial web pages.
Contact Jim Sheppard:
kiss-ac@juno.com

Reaction was hampered by base policy which
called for weapons to be secured while forces were
in camp, however, once weaponry was obtained, the enemy was counter-attacked
and forced to retreat. A large force was spotted at a location Northwest of the
perimeter and was fired upon by Artillery and Helicopter Gunships, resulting in 14
enemy killed. Sweeps of the perimeter at dawn revealed numerous blood trails and
dozens of drag marks indicating a large number of wounded and dead were
dragged away under the cover of darkness.
Also killed during the contact were 50th Infantry men SP4 Roger Craig, SP4 Bob
Haney, SP6 Tom Smith and SP4 Ken Thomas. From the 2nd Squadron, 1st
Cavalry Regiment was SP5 Perry LeClerc. Also killed was an unidentified US
Government Civilian conducting classified business in Binh Thuan Province. 35
other U.S. soldiers were wounded.
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Although the fact that the weaponry of most base camp units being locked has been
"cause for question" for years, command considered the war was far from their
home base and allowed the lack of casualties and major contacts for the first 4
months of 1970 to influence their judgment towards a more "stateside" frame of
mind.
Enemy losses were 14 Killed (By Body Count) and 1 POW captured who confirmed
that the 482B LF was responsible for the attack. 6 U.S. soldiers were killed, 7 U.S.
Helicopters were destroyed and 6 more seriously damaged. Two 3/4 ton trucks, One
5 Ton Truck and One Jeep were destroyed as well as numerous buildings and
structures being damaged, including the HQ of "D" Company, 50th Infantry and
the Graves and Registration Quonset Hut.
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A map of the location (AN809070) is shown below, with the position of the Attacking Force Main Body at
AN795075.

Fred Denkins is buried at Fort Benning Post Cemetery, Ft. Benning & Custer Roads, Fort Benning,
Muscogee County, Georgia.
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Awards and Decorations of Fred Denkins:

Headquarters I Field Force Vietnam
General Orders Number 636

30 May,1970

For heroism in connection with military operations against a hostile force in the Republic of Vietnam:
Staff Sergeant Denkins distinguished himself on 3 May 1970, while serving at Landing Zone Betty. On
that date, at approximately 0200 hours, an enemy force of unknown size penetrated the compound's
perimeter, and successfully overran one of the bunkers. As they advanced into the compound, the
enemy delivered devastating rocket, grenade automatic weapons and small arms fire on nearby
buildings and the outnumbered defense force. Realizing the seriousness of the situation, Staff
Sergeant Denkins quickly organized a reaction force, loading them into a vehicle, and sped towards
the besieged perimeter. As the vehicle approached the contact area, the enemy began directing heavy
small arms fire on it's occupants. Without regard for his own safety, Staff Sergeant Denkins
remained inside the truck providing cover for his men until they were safely dismounted. As he
attempted to reach cover himself, a rocket struck the vehicle, critically wounding Sergeant
Denkins. Despite his serious wounds, he crawled across the road in search of medical aid for the
wounded, but succumbed to his injuries before he reached help. Staff Sergeant Denkins' heroic
Actions werein keeping with the highest traditions of the military service and reflect great credit
upon himself, his unit, and the United States Army.
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